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Australia is a high priority target market for Axon,

following a successful customer case (H&L, Perth)

and indications from prospects that the Axon

proposition is a strong fit in the current market

environment. To seize the opportunity, Axon is

seeking to establish a partnership with local IT

consultancy firms, system integrators and

innovators who can provide long-term referral and

relationship management support.

Summary

Introduction

Company Axon Active

Website www.axonactive.com

Founded 2008

Staff 350+

OffshoreTeams 35+

Office Locations Switzerland, Vietnam, USA

Offshore Location Vietnam

CEO MarkusBaur

Key Cluster Software Development

Methodologies Agile & Scrum

Reciprocus Americas

GlenPointe Centre East

300 Frank W. Burr Boulevard, Teaneck  

Suite # 720 New Jersey 07666

Tel: +1-212-465-9555

Fax: +1-646-349-3532

Reciprocus Europe  

Taefernstrasse 22a  

5405 Baden-Daettwil  

Switzerland

Tel: +41 56 470 42 70

Fax: +41 56 470 42 72

Reciprocus International

International Plaza

10 Anson Road #10-22

Singapore 079903

Tel: +65 6225 9986

Fax: +65 6225 8223

Contact David J Emery

Chairman

E: david@Reciprocus.com a

T: +65-6225-9986

M: +65-9815-7123

www.reciprocus.com

The Axon Difference

Top Talents Robust Standards Best Practices

Diversification of Skills:
AXON ACTIVE has over 350+ developers &  

testers from different educational  

backgrounds, allocated to 35+ offshore  

teams. They are specialists in various fields  

and industries, able to work on different  

platforms and languages.

EnglishProficiency:
100% of AXON ACTIVE staff are capable and  

proficient at communicating  in English.

Strict RecruitmentStandards:
Applicants are interviewed by different levels  

of managements before being offered a  

position in the organization. Our high  

standards ensure access to top-notch talent  

and minimizes turnover. University graduates  

have to complete six months of hands-on, in-

house training.

Reliable Swiss-ownedCorporation:
Axon Active Vietnam is a 100% Swiss-owned  

international corporation. The corporation is  

governed by the Swiss legal system, and  

follows the same best practices that have  

made the reputation of Swiss organizations.  

This provides critical safeguards to  

outsourcing customer.

State-of-the art Facilities and Professional  
Infrastructure:
AXON ACTIVE owns multiple state of the art  

facilities, infrastructure and equipment that  

allow them to operate a top quality offshore  

development centre. They also invest  

continuously in the latest technologies to  

enhance project productivity and  

effectiveness.

Highly Interactive ProjectManagement  
Approach:
AXON ACTIVE’s agile methodology allows you  

the opportunity to be involved in every step  of 

the project. A high degree of collaboration  

between you and the development team will  

be achieved through regular development  

cycles, known as sprints or iterations, at the  

end of which each team must present a  

potentially shippable incremental product.

Flexible, Customized Teams and Working  
Process:
Your outsourcing development teams will be  

customized to your unique needs. Each  

member is assigned to match your  

requirements. We ensure that each developer  

brings the right skills to the team.
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